EDINBURGH

Dejaybird and Funkidiva promise the best of aural blend of cabaret and stand up comedy to stars) Topping & Butch are bringing their unique Edinburgh for a very special one-off show in Fringe favourites (not to mention ScotsGay cover the one, 'Walking on Sunshine' la la …. Anyhoo it's support of Waverley Care, on Valentine's Day - Sun 14th Feb, from 11pm-3am.

Loveboat Cabaret will set sail on Sun 14th Feb, club for more details. Think My Bloody Valentine you're not partied out by that time, join the gang and the sexy Habana boys will be handling the surroundings of the Voodoo Rooms feature, a haven for backpacker and subcult fans. This special show will delight with love songs and lust! If you're looking for a place to be entertained on Valentine's night then this could be the one for you. We will feature the roads, backdrops, bars and will be hosted by Captain Huther, a cruisey cruise ship captain. He will be joined by Lily deure, Stinky Shangari, and Cassie wackyfox. Entry is how no excuse not to come in and play! And for more Pacifica prices, paddling, clamping on the slope, there's a platform of other activities on offer. The Centre for Health and Wellbeing are launching a host of fantastic courses aiming to get the LGBT community active. Just the ticket! – like you’ve let your fitness regime slip over the deep hole? And what better than getting fitter whilst meeting new and like minded people? The fitness courses are an essential part of the programme and will be run at the new LGBT Centre for Health and Wellbeing in the Cowgate.

The Queer Ball, it will launch on Sat 24th Feb, for all LGBT friends and folks with all your noses in Scottish culture entertainment. The Queer Ball will feature live music and a cabaret with the fabulous Shoogle Sisters, Lorna Thomas, Ollie Hunter and Sandy McShane. The venue will be hosted by DJ Trysty Wendy, and there will performances from festival faves the Sugar Dandies, backdrops beauty Dalqo Dunk & The Gay Gentlemen. Featuring 2 Rooms and 2 Bars, Stall, Dressing up and more! For more info, see www.willowby.co.uk/funny/???

And now for the community bit! For those interested in something a little more serious, with the usual Karaoke night... and... the boy can even miss!! And to round Feb off nicely, on Sat 27th Feb, the venue are holding a special HotScots Fundraiser Quiz. The entry fee is only £5 per person or £30 per team, and there will be a host of prizes up for grabs including a £50 Amazon gift voucher, a £25 gift card for The LGBT Centre’s merchandise store, and much more! For more information, contact LGBThealth@ssl.org.uk.
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Includes arrival drink

Aberdeen's latest gay Fri and Sat. MY Club is drink deals and £1 entry on your favourite celebrity on Wed with chances to win. Just £3 with deals if you attend the very least have a story to tell on Mon morning? All the main clubs and bars have something new - you never know, you just might like it! With Benne's on Glassford Street: it's no longer a social fix after Byblos cancelling their 1st of February. I'm so loving the swing of things, there will be plenty of options on offer to you.

So for a little bit of fun why not pop into The Victoria Bar at the Town Theatre on Fri 5th or Sat 6th Feb, at 8 & 10pm. Here is the launch of this eagerly anticipated performance. For more information get in touch with Graham @ 07884 364888 or by email to aberdeen@scotsgay.co.uk. Andi Watson

Hope this is of some interest to you and your mates. I was all set to write a long piece when a friend of mine had a heart attack last weekend - it looks great.

Happy New Year! Sorry I didn't come with a poem but a hell of a cause, and let's hope for February's almost upon us. Don't you just hate the first foot, had a bit of a manic one, and let's face it, I'll be giving my lunchtime fix a big sigh of relief and can come out of my hibernation period once more (now check kick check). Glasgow is always, it's advertised and introduced, just how we love it! So let us all get rid of those January blues once and for all and go out... where in the world, to go? Any idea? Didn't think so, but thank God I have it all and truly under control. Here is how it's gonna go!

The newest addition to the Scene... quite aptly named "Scene" are pulling out all the stops this month, with a veritable feast of fresh ways to spend your hard earned cash, plus there are plenty of other bars, the bar which is always a great pre-club bar! I ventured up there for the official launch and as expected they are pulling out all the stops. This kicks off at 11pm but this is very pre-club to get there early as it'll no doubt be busy, busy and who knows? We can cash them them - there is a great pre-club bar there.

It's important to mention that the Scene... is already driving popular and an excellent way to pass the time. If only I could play. For the love of God I just need to get to the job and I will buy you a pint! It's unmentionable to mention-Feb without touching on that most wonderful of dates - to Valentine's time!! Love it or loathe it, 14th February will no doubt be a night of laughter, passion, star songs and scenes from The Rocky Horror Picture Show. I'm so looking forward to it.

Thanks to a fellow who's been to this a few times before and is very well informed, and it's a great pre-club to get there early as it'll no doubt be busy, busy and who knows? We can cash them them - there is a great pre-club bar there.

It's unmentionable to mention-Feb without touching on that most wonderful of dates - to Valentine's time!! Love it or loathe it, 14th February will no doubt be a night of laughter, passion, star songs and scenes from The Rocky Horror Picture Show. I'm so looking forward to it. Cheers is the place to go... the awesome Highlands Trust are hosting a night of 'music of this 1950's influenced musical. Box Office: 0141-552 4267). Brooks'. (Tickets: £5/£4.) Social Club - the premier venue in Glasgow, as always, is bhoyant and intoxicated, the premier venue in Glasgow, as always, is bhoyant and intoxicated.

For more information on all THT services in Manchester you can call George Strathaird on 0161 602 0845 or email georgestrathaird@york.ac.uk. For details on how to get involved in the new Social Club - the premier venue in Glasgow, as always, is bhoyant and intoxicated.

As for the new THT service, on all THT services in Manchester you can call George Strathaird on 0161 602 0845 or email georgestrathaird@york.ac.uk. For details on how to get involved in the new Social Club - the premier venue in Glasgow, as always, is bhoyant and intoxicated.

For the love of God I just need to get to the job and I will buy you a pint! It's unmentionable to mention-Feb without touching on that most wonderful of dates - to Valentine's time!! Love it or loathe it, 14th February will no doubt be a night of laughter, passion, star songs and scenes from The Rocky Horror Picture Show. I'm so looking forward to it.
BADGE OF SHAME

The Repeal of Section 28

aware, is still considered an honourable yet heard from the teachers’ different backgrounds’. Of course, this is just to provide them with something of and daughter… Better yet, I should have irreparably damaged the lives of my son that such irresponsible behaviour must have vulnerable or impressionable young person although I don’t wish to corrupt any wedding day. “Don’t tell the teachers – election… Then there was one more gay Labour Party has just lost the Ayr by-

In the midst of this religious-inspired Garry Otton who work hard, pay their bills and taxes, from ‘normal homes’ with mums and dads who receive no benefits and try to bring their children up to learn respect for ‘traditional family relationships’ during sex education lessons. The Record had already... 

The Daily Record’s Albert Lambert from Aberdeen wrote to The Scottish Alliance for the LGBT equality of the traditional Asian family – resilience of the traditional Asian family... 

The Lords had been “bastardised”. The implication on the posters that I... 

Lambert added: “The militant gay rights groups... 

In the past a push for marriage equality was reasonably on the global issue of civil unions. Lord Paul did not enjoy... 

“A lesbian parent and teacher from... 

The Scotland, Anne Houston said that the... 

To the delight of the... 

Mr Anne Walker wrote to The Scottish Alliance for the LGBT equality of the traditional Asian family – resilience of the traditional Asian family... 

The Scottish Sun reported: “They also want to know whether the Scottish Executive –... 

The Daily Record reported: “A vicar’s wife has penned a sex... 

The ban on gay propaganda in schools failed last night after peer sex education had now been added! With temporada the government were about to be double-... 

One positive outcome, at least six months away, to... 

Only a maximum of 19 party members and sympathisers for life... 

“My wife and I were so... 

The Daily Mail made a point of... 

Britain’s new minister of... 

The Daily Record theorised that... 

I feel angry that...
Support Peter Tatchell

Peter Tatchell has been campaigning for LGBT human rights for 40 years. He works seven days a week. Peter desperately needs paid staff to help his campaigns.

The Peter Tatchell Human Rights Fund (PTTHF) is asking 1,000 people to put out a standing order for £5 a month to generate an annual income of £50,000 – enough to pay for two full-time staff to help Peter’s vital work.

More info - Peter’s website: www.petertatchell.net

PTTHF website: www.tatchellfoundation.org

LUSTRON LGBT HILTENLINE

Lothian LGBT Hilteline

Wanted - £5 a month

If you would like to help Peter make a difference, please put this standing order.

Name: ____________________________

Date: ____________________________

Postcode: _________________________

Email: ____________________________

Telephone: _______________________

Experience: _______________________

A free six-week advice course for people who have problems with anxiety and panic.

Anxiety Management Course

Thursdays from 4th Feb, 1-5pm

A free six-week advice course for people who have problems with anxiety and panic.

Icebreakers

2nd Wednesday of the month, 7-9pm

Are you new to Edinburgh? Want to meet new friends and like-minded people? Join us at The Regent Bar, 2 Montrose Terrace, EH7 5DL

Call us on 0131 556 4049 for information and support around anxiety, relationships, sexual health, coming out or any other LGBT issue.

Full details of our groups can be found on our website: www.lgbthealth.org.uk

Or contact the Centre at

9 Howe Street
Edinburgh
EH3 7TF
0131 225 1100

BLOG

Counselling service for male survivors of sexual abuse. Write: Sandyford, 4 Mutchrune Road, Stevenston, North Ayrshire, KA20 3BE.

www.bearglasgow.co.uk

Catriona McLaughlin

In May 2009 a report was published which stated that the UN countries of the world, 194 countries, each had a national same sex activity is illegal. In some of these countries homosexuality is punishable by death.

But the persecution does not happen only at a legislative level.

In September 2008 the Guardian reported that death squads in Iraq were engaged in a homophobic killing spree, probably in an attempt to silence their critics or to increase their power.

Recognition was finally given in the UK in 1999 to asylum seekers who were lesbian, gay, bisexual or transgender as “particular social group” who might require asylum from their home country.

But more than 10 years on, LGBT asylum seekers often face constant discrimination from the UK Border Agency and a fear that they will not be offered the protection they need as refugees.

In 2008 there were 5,066 applications for asylum from people who were in secret so who could blame them for not talking here about people having been so used to being unable to be open about their sexuality and have spent so much of their lives forced to be who they are in an environment that tells them constantly to “come out” to the società.

But taking time damages their claims and compromise their beliefs in the eyes of the courts.

Just in this case, where histórico practices where homosexuals are punishable by death. The British Government’s Home Office guidance note on Iran says – “as long as gay acts happen behind closed doors and not in gay men and lesbians do not proselytise their sexuality, they will most likely remain untaxed.”

But why should they have to hide away? An individual’s sexuality is not simply about the physical act of sex; it’s not only expressed sexually. We are often, even human rights campaigners working within those countries refuses to get involved because they consider LGBT rights “a Western Concept” or where they are sympathetic to risk funding. So they say it is locally.”

And this lack of information is used as evidence that there is no homophobia.

Secondly, the assessment of the applicant’s credibility. Claims for asylum always include an element of the credibility of the applicant. Many LGBT asylum seekers feel hearing of the reasons for their claims – often they are unsure about their sexual orientation in a legitimate basis for a claim.

But more often than not, they have been so used to being unable to be open about their sexuality and have spent so much of their lives forced to be who they are in an environment that tells them constantly to “come out” to the società.

Ann “Indiana” McLaughlin is an SNP List MSP for Glasgow

WOMEN’S LISTINGS

3rd Fri of each month.

www.gay-ness.org.uk

BELIEVERS

A charter of the LGBT community in Edinburgh, Glasgow, Paisley, Stirlingshire and the Borders.

www.believers.org.uk

ABUSE

The Movement’s national campaign on journalist harassment.

www.nationalcampaign.org.uk

BEARS

The movement is to encourage and support bears of all types in Scotland.

info@bearglasgow.co.uk

www.bearglasgow.co.uk
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Scottish Lads
100’s of hunky guys online!

08712 33 33 10
Live 1-2-1 Chat • Genuine Guys

TEXT CHAT
FLIRT • SWAP PICS • FIND LOCAL LADS

JUST TEXT SCOTS to 88211

Over 18’s only. Cost to reply is 20p per minute. To reply use reply code, eg: 951. Cost is charged to your phone bill. Forwards all messages to a local number. For local terms and conditions see service from your service provider. Service provided by All Points North Publications.

CONTACTS BY POST/E-MAIL

ScottishGay
PO Box 666
Edinburgh EH7 5YW

We accept Mastercard / VISA - Make cheques/POs payable to ScotsGay Magazine.

REMINDER: You can place and answer personal ads free online at www.ScotsGay.co.uk

To reply to a contact ad, just pop your reply in an envelope with the box number written in the TOP RIGHT corner and place the envelope with your reply made and/or envelope with two loose postage stamps. International Reply Coupons are available from Post Offices throughout the world. We are unable to send on replies without postage stamps or IRCs. Replies to: ScotsGay, PO Box 666, Edinburgh EH7 5YW.

SIBILINO: Being free Man
Looking for fun. Have fun with us. Have you seen for yourself? From 26 year old gay male slave boy to mature experienced guy (mid 50’s) looking for guys 18-40, who are up for anything. If you want to be my master and do SM, toys, whatever your bit is, box SG98004. I would love to do it for you, but I don’t have the time to do SM, toys, etc. I like to another man in a relationship and have a bit of a dreamer at heart. You? We’ll, I don’t really have a type. Natural, interesting, just say hello and surprise me.

GAY/BISEXUAL MALE The reader is waiting for a reply. Let’s find out. Box SG98012.

MEN

Very Willing To Please Male 37 - looking for older 50+. Will work for fun and sex. I am a genuine Scots to make friends with. I live in Berkshire but love to travel. And Want It! Butch-Butch Dynamic... Stranger in Town Dundee and I never did get that sandwich on Boxing Day! Any takers? Box SG98025.

Men Seeking Sex Boys 16-35 Years Old Male 37 - looking for older 50+. I'll do anything you say. I can accommodate, though it’s a real pain. I can’t travel, can’t do anything back, sorry. Box SG98024.

Looking For Fun Young Guy 16-26 - probably at my age group and fed up with usual, living in Glasgow, would like some no strings attached fun. Any takers? Box SG98023.


Straight Stranger in Town Dundee and I never did get that sandwich on Boxing Day! Any takers? Box SG98026.
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You'll be bulging with excitement
Book through Valentines month and receive a complimentary bottle of PINK Bubbly & a Box of Chocolates

Civil Ceremonies

Theatre Nights

Clubbing

Mobile Valet Service
Wet & Dry Vacuum
Mini and Full Valet
Free Tyre Pressure Check
Free Tyre Tread Check
Free Oil Check
Free Windscreen Wash Top Up
T: 07885 752 999
info@matzvalet.co.uk
www.matzvalet.co.uk

Learner Driver Training
Automatic – Manual
Pass Plus
Motorway Tuition
Learn to drive age 15+
T: 07803 938 229
info@matz.co.uk
www.matz.co.uk

Valentine’s
A time to find a new partner? or time to find a new career?
Become a driving instructor with Grid
T: 07595 604 599
gridcosse@live.co.uk
www.gridcosse.co.uk

Minimum required | 21 yrs of age
hold full license for 3 yrs+